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Special Weddings in the Romance of Taiwan

Romantic Gifts from Taiwan

Nougat is a popular confection at wedding banquets in 
Taiwan. It not only adds a sweet note to the festivity, but 
also conveys the newlyweds’ feeling of warmth to the 
guests. Carefully crafted with fragrant cream and flavorful 
peanuts, Taiwan's specialty nougat has a layered and 
perfectly balanced sweet flavor, with a chewy texture that 
is sure to win your heart and bring a smile to your face. 
Photo courtesy of / Kuo Yuan Ye

Nougat

Train Cake is one of the must-try specialties of the railway 
village of Fenqihu in Alishan. Trainpei, the town's oldest 
bakery, was the first to introduce these unique treats. 
Made with a traditional baking technique, the cakes have 
a tea-flavored filling and outer pastry layer embossed with 
an image of an early steam train on the Alishan Forest 
Railway, adding a dimension of history and culture to 
these tasty confections.

Trainpei 
Train Cakes

Pineapple cakes are Taiwan's most representative sweet, 
and a first-choice souvenir for many foreign visitors to 
Taiwan. Made with a flaky pastry shell and delicate filling, 
they have also become a popular return gift presented to 
wedding guests as a symbol of a lifetime of happiness 
and love. 
Photo courtesy of / Chia Te Bakery

Pineapple Cakes

Inspired by the adage that "love, like wine, gets better 
with age," Nantou Winery has introduced a special line 
of wines with labels that can be customized with wedding 
photos. Whether served at a banquet or presented as a 
gift, these romantic wines capture happy memories at the 
start of a new stage of life. 
Photo courtesy of / Nantou Winery

Commemorative
Wine

The Red Jade tea (TTES No. 18) grown in the Sun Moon 
Lake area, also called Ruby Black, is a unique treasure 
that is considered the best of its class worldwide. The tea 
is a sweet and mellow-tasting variety with natural mint 
overtones and a hint of cinnamon, which combine to 
memorable effect. Ruby Black is also frequently given at 
weddings as a healthy, novel present, its ruby-brown hue 
symbolizing the beauty and constancy of love.
Photo courtesy of / Jun-Asamu Black Tea Shop

Sun Moon Lake 
Red Jade Black Tea
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Austronesian Wedding—
Heart to Heart on Dawu Mountain
Romantic and exotic, Austronesian-style weddings are a popular 
way to get hitched in Taiwan. Each March, the townships of Majia, 
Sandimen, and Wutai in Pingtung County alternate as hosts 
of a traditional Paiwan wedding ceremony, replete with dowry 
presentation, sedan procession, a turn on a matrimonial swing, 
and the company of the indigenous hosts, friends, and relatives, 
bestowing their blessings on the couple. 

Info Maolin National Scenic Area
Each year in March
www.maolin-nsa.gov.tw

Love Eternal at Sun Moon Lake
Embraced by the greenery of nature, Sun Moon Lake is a perennial 
favorite among Taiwan's venues for outdoor weddings and 
honeymoons. In recent years, an annual "Love at Sun Moon Lake" group 
wedding event has been staged, which includes a scenic cruise and a 
gondola ride. The picturesque surroundings, with friends and relatives 
joining as witnesses to the special day, set the stage for a romantic and 
memorable moment as the couples say their wedding vows.

Info Sun Moon Lake National Scenic Area
Each year after the Mid-Autumn Festival
www.sunmoonlake.gov.tw

Love in Alishan–
Wedding beneath a Sacred Tree
Each year, couples from across Taiwan and the world come together 
for the "Love in Alishan" wedding event. The brides and grooms 
make their matrimonial vows beneath a sacred tree set in the dreamy 
romance of an ancient forest, adorned with roses and surrounded by 
millennium-old trees that aptly capture the spirit of eternal love.

Info Alishan National Scenic Area
Each year in October
www.ali-nsa.net

Wedding Photo Shoots on the North Coast
When it comes to romantic backdrops, Taiwan's north coast is hard to beat. 
The smooth-sand beaches and steep coastal cliffs combine to form a unique 
natural landscape. Distinctive cafés, the Shimen Wedding Plaza, Juming 
Museum, and other cultural sites further contribute to the north coast's global 
appeal as a destination for pre-wedding photo shoots. Since 2006, the area 
has also hosted an annual wedding photography contest that has further 
raised the north coast's profile as a perfect spot to capture romantic memories. 

Info North Coast and Guanyinshan National Scenic Area
Each year from April to October 
www.northguan-nsa.gov.tw
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Taipei．A Wedding in the Clouds
No visit to Xinyi District is complete without a trip to the top of Taipei 101. 
The skyscraper's Observatory is now open for pre-wedding photo shoots. 
Taipei 101 is also home to Ding Xian 101, the world's highest wedding 
venue, with a fittingly haute ambiance and cuisine. High ceilings and 
crystal chandeliers impart a modern elegance to the interior design, and 
are complemented by the stunning day and night views of the city admitted 
through the expansive windows, creating a uniquely romantic setting. 
The main attractions on the menu are scrumptious seafood dishes; the 
restaurant serves Chinese cuisine in a Western style. Creatively presented, 
the dishes take gourmets to new heights, and set the stage for a perfect 
wedding in the clouds. 

Info

Ding Xian 101
86F, No. 7, Sec. 5, Xinyi Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei City
+886-2-8101-8686
11:30am – 10:00pm
www.dingxian101.com
Take the MRT Xinyi Line to Taipei 101/World Trade 
Center Station and take Exit 4.

Photo courtesy of Ding Xian 101

With  every 
good wish

Wedding Route1
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Taipei．Nearby Attractions

Eslite Spectrum Songyan Store

Designed by Japanese architect Toyo Ito, Eslite's visually arresting 
new store has an arc-shaped facade with terraced green balconies 
and views overlooking the historic buildings, plaza, and lotus pond of 
the Songshan Tobacco Factory complex. The interior is divided into 
several cultural-creative venues. "Expo" brings working art studios to 
a mall environment, and "Tea with Books" fuses Taiwanese tea culture 
with a bookstore setting. The mall also has an art exhibition and 
performance area, with a cinema and performance hall. Taiwan's first 
vinyl record shop, and world-champion bread maker Wu Pao Chun's 
Wu Pao Chun Bakery, are also located here. Ito's team raised the bar 
in terms of building acoustics, lighting, and interior design, creating 
a world of pleasant surprises where culture, design, and fashion are 
delightfully combined. 

Info No. 88, Yanchang Rd., Xinyi Dist., Taipei City
+886-2-6636-5888
11:00am – 10:00pm (cinema open 10:30am – 10:00pm Saturdays, Sundays, & public 
holidays) 
Walk from Taipei 101 to MRT Taipei City Hall Station and take the Bannan Line to Sun Yat-
sen Memorial Hall Station. Take Exit 5 and walk about 10 minutes.

Huashan 1914 Creative Park

Huashan 1914 Creative Park is an arts and culture venue located 
at the former site of the Taipei Winery. The historic buildings 
have a distinctive retro style, and frequently serve as backdrops 
for wedding photos. Several art and design-themed stores and 
specialty restaurants have also set up shop here. Among them are 
1914 Connection, Taiwan's first contemporary designer gift shop; 
Ayoi Taiwan Indigenous Specialty Boutique, presenting indigenous 
handicrafts; VVG Thinking, a LOHAS-themed store fusing a 
restaurant, art and culture exhibitions, and lifestyle products; and 
Chingye-Shinleyuan, a restaurant specializing in Taiwanese fare 
with an ambiance that manages to be nostalgic and modern at the 
same time. The park's expansive grounds are also a magnet for city 
residents. Fairs and other art events are hosted here on weekends 
and holidays, presenting Taipei's creative vitality in vivid light. 

Info No. 1, Sec. 1, Bade Rd., Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei City
+886-2-2358-1914
Opening hours vary for each business/venue.
Walk from Taipei 101 to MRT Taipei City Hall Station and take the Bannan Line to 
Zhongxiao Xinsheng Station. Take Exit 1 and walk about 5 minutes.

Cultural Strolls in Daan District

Daan District stands apart from other Taipei neighborhoods with its 
mix of cultural and educational dimensions. In addition to several 
universities, the district is dotted with art cafés, independent 
bookstores, exotic restaurants, lifestyle stores, and art galleries. 
Among them is Hui Liu, a teahouse fusing classical and modern 
elements with a menu emphasizing organic seasonal fruits and 
vegetables. The area is also home to Earth Tree, Taiwan's first 
exclusively fair trade store; and Caffè Libero, a community art 
café located in a renovated old building. The stores here are also 
distinguished by a general embrace of a business philosophy that 
puts quality of living above profit. This spirit of slowing down to enjoy 
life is palpable as you stroll along the quiet streets and alleyways of 
Daan.

Info Downtown Taipei, north from Dongmen Market, south to National Taiwan University, east to 
Daan Forest Park, west to National Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall.
Take the MRT Xinyi Line from Taipei 101/World Trade Center Station to Dongmen Station. 
Take Exit 5.

44 South Village

44 South Village is located at the site of a former housing community 
for soldiers in the military's 44th Arsenal and their families. Most 
of the townhouse-style homes have been demolished, but a 
number have been renovated and repurposed for cultural and 
educational functions, opening a window back to an earlier time. 
One of the buildings is now the Xinyi Public Assembly Hall, which 
provides a space for events and exhibitions related to the old 
military dependents' village. Good Cho's, located in Building C, 
is a combined café, specialty-product store, and art venue. On 
weekends, the village square hosts the Simple Market, featuring 
produce from small farms, handmade crafts, and second-hand 
items. The various elements create a relaxed, cultured ambiance that 
has made 44 South Village a popular spot for pre-wedding photo 
shoots. 

Info No. 50, Songqin St., Xinyi Dist., Taipei City
Walk about 5 minutes from Taipei 101.

Photos 1, 5, 6 courtesy of Taipei Royal Wed

Photos 3, 4 courtesy of Chee´s Wedding
1 3 5 7
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Sun Moon Lake．
Married by the Sun and Moon
A scenic jewel in the mountainous heart of Taiwan, Sun Moon Lake is a 
dream location for weddings and a popular spot for pre-wedding photo 
shoots. Many of the lakeside hotels here arrange elegant outdoor wedding 
ceremonies surrounded by nature's beauty in a world removed from the 
hubbub of everyday life. Amidst soft music, bride and groom walk hand-in-
hand down the red carpet to be joined in matrimony: the sun, moon, sky, 
and earth bless their vows, and leave unforgettable memories. 

Info

The Lalu Hotel
No. 142, Zhongxing Rd., Yuchi Township, Nantou 
County
+886-49-285-5311
www.thelalu.com.tw
Take National Freeway 2 and exit at Wufeng. 
Connect to National Freeway 6 and exit at Ailan. 
Then connect to Provincial Highway 21, which 
leads to Sun Moon Lake. Continue on Provincial 
Highway 21 to reach Zhongxing Road, turning left.

With  every 
good wish

Wedding Route2
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Sun Moon Lake．Nearby Attractions

Hanbi Hiking Trail / Church of Christ

Starting out at Meihe Garden, Hanbi Hiking Trail is a 1.5-kilometer 
loop along the Hanbi Peninsula waterfront. The route is paved, and 
can be easily walked by all from young to old. The trail is hemmed 
by the lake on three sides, and flowers embellish the route along 
the way, complemented by the forest greenery. The trail links to the 
Apricot Platform, Shuishe Wharf, and other local points of historical 
interest. You can also walk up to the Yule Pavilion to enjoy the view 
of the Qinglong Mountains and Lalu Island. It is said that if you make 
a wish while standing in front of the pavilion, there is a good chance 
it will come true. Couples making a wish here are supposed to have 
a happy marriage ensured, earning this spot the nickname "Line of 
Happiness." Heading towards Meihe Garden, the trail leads by the 
Church of Christ, a place of worship oft visited by former President 
Chiang Kai-shek during his stays at the lake. Fronted by Roman 
columns, the church has an exotic elegance that has made it a 
popular spot for pre-wedding photo shoots. 

Info Hanbi Peninsula, Yuchi Township, Nantou County
Walk about 7 minutes from Shuishe Visitor Center

Ita Thao

Ita Thao is the main settlement of the Thao indigenous people 
at Sun Moon Lake. This is a good spot to enjoy traditional Thao 
cuisine, including such must-try treats as sticky rice with chicken 
wings and noodles served in a bone-and-boar-meat broth. Dehua 
Street leads to Zhulu Market, a small shopping area with local 
specialty restaurants and handicraft shops. Thao song-and-dance 
performances are also presented here, featuring pestle-pounding 
music and traditional songs brimming with indigenous color. You 
can also follow the Ita Thao Lakeside Trail to the Sun Moon Lake 
Ropeway, a cable-car service that provides stunning bird's-eye 
views of the scenic lake area.

Wenwu Temple

Wenwu Temple is dedicated to Guan Gong (the God of War), 
Confucius, and the warrior-god Yue Fei. Built in the Northern 
Dynasties style, with a generous use of gold, this majestic temple 
attracts a steady stream of worshippers throughout the year. The 
temple administration arranges lively celebrations steeped in local 
customs. There is a lake-viewing platform in front of the main hall, as 
well as a "Year of Steps" staircase featuring 366 stone steps gently 
ascending from the lake to the temple. Each step is engraved with 
a day of the year (with leap years represented) and the names of 
famous people born on that day. Couples can also buy wind chimes 
representing their Chinese zodiac animals, which are blessed over 
incense smoke and can then be inscribed with a wish. The chimes 
are then hung by the persons' birthday steps in hopes of a lifetime of 
happiness. 

Info No. 63, Zhongzheng Rd., Yuchi Township, Nantou County
+886-49-285-5122
5:00am – 9:00pm
From Shuishe Visitor Center, take a Lake Tour shuttle bus to the Wenwu Temple stop.

Sun Moon Lake Bikeway

In 2012 the loop road around Sun Moon Lake was named one of the 
world's top ten bike routes by CNNGo, the travel-news subsidiary 
of U.S. television news network CNN. Offering beautiful lake views, 
indigenous culture, and rich natural ecology along the way, the 
33-kilometer lake road attracts thousands of international visitors 
and cyclists each year. Riders can start out on the Yuetan Bikeway 
at Xuanguang Temple and enjoy the forest beauty along the south 
shore of Yuetan. The Toushe Bikeway follows a route below the level 
of the lake through a rare peat-soil basin that seems to ripple like 
water when walked on. The young Shuishe–Xiangshan Bikeway, 
Taiwan's only above-lake bikeway, is another scenic route that has 
become a pre-wedding photo hotspot in recent years. 

Info

OFF

Encompasses Yuetan Bikeway, Toushe Bikeway, and Shueishe-Xiangshan Bikeway 
From Shuishe Visitor Center, walk about 10 minutes to the Sun Moon Lake Bikeway.
Giant Sun Moon Lake Bike Rental Shop
1F, No. 163, Zhongshan Rd., Yuchi Township, Nantou County
+886-49-285-6713
7:00am – 6:00pm
Thursday
Bike rentals cost NT$200-NT$2,000 for the first hour, NT$200 for all bike models after the 
second hour, and no extra charge after the fourth hour.

Info

OFF

Dehua St., Yiyong St., and Shuishalian St., Sun Moon Village, Yuchi Township, Nantou 
County 
From Shuishe Visitor Center, take a Lake Tour shuttle bus to the Ita Thao stop. 
Alternatively, take a boat from Shuishe Pier to Ita Thao Pier.
11:20am, 2:20pm, 5:20pm weekdays at Guru Fair in Ita Thao; 10:20am weekends in the 
square before Ita Thao Pier; 11:20am, 2:20pm, 4:20pm, 5:20pm weekends at Guru Fair in 
Ita Thao; seniors' performances 11:20am, 2:20pm, 5:20pm Sat and Sun (no shows Wed)
Wednesday
Free of charge

Photo 1 courtesy of Sun Moon Lake National Scenic Area Administration; photo by Lin Shi-zhong
Photo 3 courtesy of Sun Moon Lake National Scenic Area Administration; photo by Yeh Shi-xian

Photo 4 courtesy of Sun Moon Lake National Scenic Area Administration; photo by Wu Zong-hong
Photo 5 courtesy of Sun Moon Lake National Scenic Area Administration; photo by Xiao Qing-liang
Photo 6 courtesy of Sun Moon Lake National Scenic Area Administration; photo by Zhang Zheng-de

Photo 7 courtesy of Sun Moon Lake National Scenic Area Administration; photo by Su Jia-mei

1 3 5 7
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Each year, couples from around the world come to be married in the green 
embrace of Alishan's age-old forests, the sacred trees standing as witness 
to their matrimonial vows and as symbols of a long life together. Alishan also 
provides a romantic setting for pre-wedding photos. Popular venues here 
include Alishan House, where each March the Yoshino cherry trees burst 
forth with their snow-like blooms. This spot is also an excellent location to 
enjoy Alishan's famous sunsets and "sea of clouds" formations. Whether the 
rooftop open-air garden or the high-ceiling or the Lijing Restaurant, with its 
glass-curtain walls and glass-ceiling inner section, special-order cuisine is 
provided, making each a fitting choice for a unique and memorable alpine 
wedding.

Info

Alishan House
No. 16, Xianglin Village, Alishan Township, Chiayi 
County
+886-5-267-9811
alishanhouse.com.tw
Take National Freeway 3 and exit at Zhongpu. 
Connect to Provincial Highway 18 and head 
toward Alishan. Arrive at the Alishan National 
Forest Recreation Area and park your vehicle in the 
parking lot before the Tourist Information Center. 
Call the Alishan House to pick you up.

Photos courtesy of Alishan House, Tourism Bureau (Ministry of Transportation and Communications)

Alishan． 
Eternal Love beneath a Timeless Tree

With  every 
good wish

Wedding Route3
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Alishan．Nearby Attractions

Eryanping Trail and Dingshizhuo Trail

Rising to an elevation of about 1,200 meters in Xiding, the Eryanping 
Trail is a scenic hiking route with colorful blooms and, on summer 
nights, the glow of fireflies. The trail also boasts sweeping views, 
cascading cloud formations, and photogenic tea farms and bamboo 
groves. These qualities, combined with the trail's accessibility (it only 
takes an hour to walk) have made the area a popular spot for photos. 
The nearby Dingshizhuo Trail has five scenic sections, the Mist 
Trail, Tea Trail, Cloud Trail, Sunset Trail, and Sakura Trail. They wind 
through tea farms and forests of bamboo and China fir. During spring 
and winter, visitors can also see colorfully attired female tea pickers 
harvesting the tea leaves, including Alishan's famed Ju Lu variety. 
Be sure to also make time for the tea shops and teahouse inns in the 
area.

Info Xiding, Gongtian Village, Fanlu Township, and Shizhao, Zhonghe Village, Zhuqi Township, 
Chiayi County
From Alishan National Forest Recreation Area, take Provincial Highway 18. Entrances to 
Eryanping Trail and Dingshizhao Trail are located along Provincial Highway 18 near the 
53.1-kilometer and 63.5-kilometer markers, respectively.

Zhaoping Park－ Skywalk

Located next to Zhaoping Station, Zhaoping Park blushes with the 
colorful blooms of its Japanese alpine, Yoshino, Fuji sakura, and 
double-flowered cherry trees. The 2.6-kilometer-long Sakura Trail 
heads out from the station along a forested route. The tranquility and 
phytoncid-infused air have a relaxing effect, and in spring the white 
calla lilies add to the area's romantic aura. Taiwan's highest skywalk, 
extending 176.7 meters long, stretches over the park. There are also 
viewing platforms at the trailheads offering panoramas of the elegant 
Japanese cedars. On clear afternoons one can make out Tashan 
Mountain, a peak sacred to the area's Tsou indigenous people, and 
on misty winter days the scene transforms into one suggesting a 
splash-ink landscape painting come to life.

Info Alishan National Forest Recreation Area
Alishan Township, Chiayi County
+886-5-267-9917
NT$150 (full rate), NT$200 (weekends)
Take National Freeway 3 and exit at Zhongpu. Connect to Provincial Highway 18 and head 
toward Alishan and the Alishan National Forest Recreation Area.

Sisters' Ponds ＋ Love Forever Tree

Standing less than 50 meters apart, the two mountain ponds 
called the Sisters' Ponds have a well-known, poignant story of love 
associated with them. At the Older Sister Pond are two wooden 
"Missing Pavilions" connected to the shore by a wood bridge. The 
Younger Sister Pond is the smaller of the two, and has clear, still 
water. The wood-plank trail circling the ponds is a good route for 
enjoying the scenery here. Under the bright sun, shadows are 
elegantly reflected in the dark-green waters, and on misty days 
a sense of ethereal tranquility pervades the air. Other noteworthy 
attractions in the area include the "Three Brothers"—a trio of 
cypresses that faithfully stand watch over the ponds— and the 
"Four Sisters"—four trees growing in a tight cluster on the stump of 
a fallen cypress. The "Love Forever Tree," a pair of old cypresses 
that have joined tops and roots to form a heart-shaped opening, is a 
particularly popular photo spot for couples.

Info Alishan National Forest Recreation Area
Alishan Township, Chiayi County
+886-5-267-9917
NT$150 (full rate), NT$200 (weekends)
Take National Freeway 2 and exit at Zhongpu. Connect to Provincial Highway 18 and head 
toward Alishan and the Alishan National Forest Recreation Area.

Fenqihu

Fenqihu is a station town on the Alishan Forest Railway. The narrow 
Old Street here climbs, which climbs up the hillside, richly evokes an 
earlier era and makes it an endearing backdrop for wedding photos. 
The famous local "railway" boxed lunches and train cakes also 
should not be missed. Other old-time products can also be found 
among the town stores, such as the 70-year-old Polar Bear Special 
Nourishing Cream. The street ends at the century-old Earth God 
Temple. From the temple, visitors can walk the 700-meter-long wood-
planked Cedar Trail to enjoy the local forest ecology and landscape. 
The trail is also frequently illuminated with fireflies during the months 
of April to June. The blue cabin featured in the movie "Starry Starry 
Night" is located here as well, adding a dreamlike note to the area.

Info Fenqihu, Zhuqi Township, Chiayi County 
From Alishan National Forest Recreation Area, take Provincial Highway 18. Turn right on 
County Road 169, which leads direct to Fenqihu.

Photos courtesy of Alishan National Scenic Area Administration, Tourism Bureau (Ministry of Transportation and Communications)
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Hualien．Beautiful Memories 
with a Southern European Charm
With its blue sea and skies, Hualien is an excellent place to realize your 
dream outdoor wedding. Many of the hotels here specially arrange 
distinctive weddings in a setting of flower fields, Pacific coast views, and 
mountain backdrop. Among them, Promised Land Resort & Lagoon, done 
in a southern-European manor style with Gaudi-esque architecture, canals, 
and meandering trails lined with tropical plants, brings romance to a new 
high. The hotel specializes in Western-style outdoor weddings with haute 
European cuisine, fine wine and an expansive garden setting completing 
the stage for a beautiful wedding.

Info

Promised Land Resort & Lagoon
No. 1, Lixiang Rd., Shoufeng Township, Hualien 
County
+886-3-865-6789
www.plcresort.com.tw
Take National Freeway 5 and exit at Suao. Connect 
to Provincial Highway 9 and head toward Hualien. 
Pass through downtown Hualien, connect with 
Provincial Highway 11C heading south, and turn 
right at Lixiang Road for immediate arrival.

Photo courtesy of Promised Land Resort & Lagoon

With  every 
good wish

Wedding Route4
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Hualien。Nearby Attractions

Hualien Railway Culture Park

The Railway Culture Park is home to some of Hualien's most 
representative older buildings, as well as a mecca for train buffs. 
With its yesteryear charm, the park has also become a popular spot 
for pre-wedding photo shoots. There are two main halls here. Hall 
1, by the Hualien Bus Terminal, was originally used as a regional 
military command post. The building's period charm is apparent in 
the steepled Western-style lobby, air-raid shelter, and old trees. In 
the stationmaster's room, visitors can don a stationmaster's uniform 
and have their photos taken. Hall 2, situated just across the road, 
formerly housed the maintenance and security unit of the Hualien-
Taitung Railway. Displays of railway cultural relics and artifacts 
from an old jail are among the attractions here. The hall is also the 
stage for a market each Saturday from 9:00 to 13:00. Seasonal and 
specialty farm produce, handicrafts, and other local products are 
sold, presenting the area's character and vitality. 

Info No. 71, Zhongshan Rd., Hualien City, Hualien County (Hall 1) / No. 35, Ln.  24, Boai St., 
Hualien City, Hualien County (Hall 2)
+886-3-833-8061
8:30am – noon, 1:00pm – 5:00pm (Mon off)
Take County Road 193 north to downtown Hualien and turn left (west) at Zhongshan Road. 
Continue on Zhongshan Road to the park.

Taroko National Park

Taroko National Park is a scenic and ecological jewel. The route 
from the Taroko Archway to Tianxiang is considered to be the most 
beautiful section of the Central Cross-Island Highway. The towering 
gorge and lush mountain scenery make this area a perennial favorite 
among Hualien's visitor attractions. There are plenty of trails here with 
stunning views. The Swallow Grotto Trail brings the steep canyon 
walls dramatically into view; the Changchun Shrine Trail looks out 
over the Liwu River and the grandeur of the mountains; and the 
Tupido Tribe Trail, created from an archeological site and hunting trail 
of the Tupido tribe, passes by Lookout Rock, a jutting boulder with a 
panoramic view of the entire Tianxiang plateau.

Info Xiulin Township, Hualien County
From downtown Hualien, take Provincial Highway 9 and turn left toward Xiulin. Connect to 
Provincial Highway 8 and follow the signs to Xiulin.

Shitiping

Fengbin Township is a narrow strip of land along the Hualien 
County coast. Scenic mountains and sea hem the Coastal Highway 
(Provincial Highway 11) as it passes through the township. Shitiping, 
at the southern end, is home to some of the East Coast's most 
beautiful coral reefs and coastal animal and plant ecology. These 
attractions, along with the high visibility of the clear water, have made 
the area a popular snorkeling site. A loop trail and beach path bring 
the beauty of the coastal reef, forest, and other attractions up close, 
inviting one to slow down and appreciate it all. Whale- and dolphin-
watching cruises depart from nearby Shiti Harbor, and entice with 
a high chance of a cetacean sighting in the summer. There are also 
plenty of seafood restaurants by the harbor. Most of the catch sold 
here is caught by independent fishermen. The prices are low, and 
the freshness goes without saying. 

Info No. 52, Shitiping, Fengbin Township, Hualien County (located along Provincial Highway 
11 near the 63.7-kilometer mark)
From downtown Hualien, take County Road 193 south and turn left onto Provincial 
Highway 11. Continue south on Provincial Highway 11 to near the 63.7-kilometer mark.

Liyu（Carp）Lake

Hualien's Liyu Lake is the largest inland lake in eastern Taiwan. 
The clear lake water picturesquely reflects the surrounding green 
mountains, blue sky, and clouds. A four-kilometer-long bikeway loops 
the lake. Heading south along the route from the visitor center, one 
is embraced by great mountain-backed beauty. Prawns, river crabs, 
frogs, and other local denizens can often be sighted -- and bring 
binoculars to enjoy the birds. Pavilions are located along the bikeway 
for rest stops. You can also walk the trail to enjoy the scenery at a 
more leisurely pace. Canoes and pedal boats can be rented for a 
round-the-lake trip, offering a good way to experience the area's 
relaxing tranquility.

Info Chinan Rd. and Huantan Rd., Chinan Village, Shoufeng Township, Hualien County
From downtown Hualien, take Provincial Highway 9C.

Photos 1, 2, 8 courtesy of Sweet Relations Wedding & Photography
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Yilan．Romance at a Floating Chapel
Imagine a beautiful chapel built on the water, with the warm sun spilling in 
through stained-glass windows. As the "Wedding March" plays, you walk 
down the aisle, witnessed by family and friends on the way to lifetime vows 
made in a fairytale-like setting. This dream-wedding scene comes true at 
the South Seas-themed Acquvita Chapel in Yilan. Built in the middle of a 
scenic lake by the Dongshan River, Acquvita Chapel has an interior design 
defined by white tones, stained glass, and draping chandeliers, combining 
to create a truly saintly air. There are two banquet rooms to choose from: 
one in a grand Roman-palace style, and the other a romantic and elegant 
venue. Fine cuisine made with locally sourced ingredients completes the 
scene for a perfect ensemble of love.

Info

Shangrila Boutique Hotel
No. 15, Gongyuan 2nd Rd., Wujie Township, Yilan 
County
+886-3-960-5388
www.shang-rila.com.tw
Take National Freeway 5 and exit at Wujie. Connect 
to Zhongshan Road and turn left at Qinhe Road. Go 
straight, following the signs to the hotel.

With  every 
good wish

Photo courtesy of Shangrila Boutique Hotel

Wedding Route5
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Yilan．Attractions

Lanyang Museum

With its cuesta-like form, the Lanyang Museum has become a 
prominent landmark in Toucheng Township. Different types of stone 
are combined with aluminum panels in a layered arrangement 
mimicking the striations and textures of a sea-eroded cuesta and 
rooting the structure in Yilan's unique cultural and geological context. 
A winner of the 2012 International Architecture Award, the design 
has brought the Lanyang Museum into the international spotlight. 
Inside, the museum also stands apart from convention. Descending 
from the upper to lower floors, the displays recount an evolutionary 
narrative that passes through mountain, plain, and ocean in themed 
levels. Distinctive display scenery and lighting create a theater-like 
visual effect, and cleverly convey the richness of the mountains and 
sea of Yilan.

Info No. 750, Sec. 3, Qingyun Rd., Toucheng Township, Yilan County
+886-3-977-9700
9:00am – 5:00pm Thurs to Tues; ticket office closes at 4:30pm (Wed off)
NT$100
Take National Freeway 5 and exit at Toucheng. Turn right onto Provincial Highway 2G and 
head east toward Toucheng, where it merges with Provincial Highway 2, heading north.

Shangrila Leisure Farm

Located in the Yilan foothills below Dayuan Mountain, Shangrila 
Leisure Farm commands an expansive view of the pathway-framed 
fields and towns of the Lanyang Plain. The farm covers an area of 
about 55 hectares, of which 17 ~18 hectares are open to the public. 
There are a large number of fruit trees and a variety of other plants, 
including the rare Formosan michelia. This area is also a good spot 
for firefly watching. The farm arranges a variety of DIY activities, 
including T-shirt painting, sky lantern making, pellet drum making, 
top painting, and bamboo whistle making. Fruit picking is another 
attraction here, and can be included with accommodation packages. 
Kumquats, tangerines, and other citrus varieties are the main fruits 
grown here, and the best fruit-picking time is during the months from 
October to January.

Info No. 168, Meishan Rd., Dongshan Township, Yilan County
+886-3-951-1456
8:00am – 5:00pm
NT$250
Take National Freeway 5 and exit at Luodong. Turn right at Provincial Highway 7C. Turn left 
at Meihua Road and then turn left again at Sanqing Road. Turn right at Meishan Road and 
go straight.

National Center for Traditional Arts

Taiwanese folk art, traditional snacks, historic sites, and old-style 
residences come together at the National Center for Traditional 
Arts, creating a perfect yesteryear ambiance for a pre-wedding 
photo shoot. The center offers a special package for wedding-
photo groups (up to seven people), with advance online application, 
including admission tickets and free parking. Among the center's 
facilities are a traditional opera hall and museum, an exhibition hall 
with cultural displays, and Scholar Huang's Residence, a heritage 
residence relocated to the center. The center has also reproduced a 
traditional stone-paved street with old-time toy and handicraft shops. 
The Wenchang Temple and stage here were built with traditional 
techniques, complete with beautifully wrought carvings that reward 
closer inspection.

Info No. 201, Sec. 2, Wubin Rd., Wujie Township, Yilan County
+886-3-950-7711
9:00am – 6:00pm daily (ticket office closes at 5:00pm), 9:00am – 7:00pm Lunar New Year 
holidays, 9:00am – 9:00pm summer vacation (July and Aug)
NT$150
Take National Freeway 5 and exit at Luodong. Turn left at Chuanyi Road. Cross the Chuanyi 
Bridge to Provincial Highway 2 and turn left.

Renshan Botanical Garden

Renshan Botanical Garden sprawls over a 100-hectare site ranging 
from 50 to 500 meters above sea level on Xinliao Mountain. The 
garden's roots as a former forest nursery are evident in the wide 
variety of trees and flowers growing here. The park's seasonally 
changing views and accessibility from the city have made this area 
a popular hiking destination. It has both Eastern- and Western-
style gardens, as well as areas dedicated to exotic plants and low-
elevation trees. Aiyuan (Tang Dynasty Garden) is a picture of cultural 
refinement adorned with Tang-style pavilions, corridors, zigzag 
bridges, and waterside pavilions. The expansive French Garden 
evokes a luxurious European-palace garden with flowerbeds and 
fountains. Lanyuan (Mountain Mist Garden) is a Japanese garden 
complete with a pavilion, Japanese-style wooden doors and other 
elements.

Info No. 500, Xinliao Rd., Dongshan Township, Yilan County
+886-3-958-5991
8:00am – noon, 1:30pm – 5:00pm
Take National Freeway 5 and exit at Luodong. Drive into downtown Luodong and turn right 
at Chunjing Road. Then turn right at Sec. 3, Yicheng Road. Go straight to the end, turn 
right, and head past Zhongshan Agriculture Leisure Area.

Photos 3, 4 courtesy of Universal Studios International Wedding
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  INDEX（Public Transportation in Taiwan）
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THSR Pass（for overseas passengers only）
Unlimited travel with THSR & Taiwan Railways.

www.thsrc.com.tw/event/2013/THSRPass/EN/

Tickets
3-day Pass
Flexible 3-day Pass
5-day Standard Joint Pass

5-day Express Joint Pass

Fares
NT$2,400
NT$3,200
NT$2,800

NT$3,600

Policies
Entitled to ride on THSR trains an unlimited number of times for 3 days.
Entitled to ride on THSR trains an unlimited number of times on any 3 days within a specific week.
For 5 days starting from a specific date: (1) Entitled to ride Taiwan Railways trains of Chu-Kuang class or 
lower an unlimited number of times; (2) Entitled to ride on THSR trains for any two days.
For 5 days starting from a specific date: (1) Entitled to ride Taiwan Railways trains Tzu-Chiang class 
(inclusive) or lower for an unlimited number of times; (2) Entitled to ride on THSR trains for any two days.

TR-PASS
Enjoy the beauty of Taiwan by train.

www.railway.gov.tw/en/CP.aspx?sn=16972&n=19588#a10

Tickets
3-day Pass

5-day Pass

Fares
NT$1,800 (full rate) 
NT$4,200 (4 people traveling together)
NT$2,500 (full rate)
NT$7,000 (4 people traveling together)

Policies
Entitled to ride on TR trains an unlimited number of times 
within the validity period. Travel on Taroko Express, Puyuma 
Express, and group trains on a seat-available basis. Does not 
apply to sightseeing trains, cruise trains, or other specified 
trains. Tickets coasting NT$4,200 and NT$7,000 are only 
available for 4 people traveling together.

Taiwan Tourist Shuttle
The Taiwan Tourist Shuttle service is designed for convenient travel. From Taiwan Railway stations, High Speed Rail stations, 
the shuttles take passengers to main tourist attractions in Taiwan. The Taiwan Tourist Shuttle service has planned shuttle routes 
with cheap fares, high frequency, and easy-to-ride schedules.

www.taiwantrip.com.tw/Main/Lang/?redirect=/About/&lang=en-us

Taipei MRT (Mass Rapid Transit) System
Enjoy convenient travel in Taipei with the Taipei MRT system and other linked modes of transportation.

english.trtc.com.tw/

Tickets

Taipei Pass

Fares

1-day Pass NT$180, 2-day Pass NT$310

3-day Pass NT$440, 5-day Pass NT$700

1-day Maokong Gondola Pass NT$250

Valid for unlimited Taipei Metro rides plus rides on Taipei City and 
New Taipei City buses (carrying the Taipei Pass Sticker).
Valid for unlimited Maokong Gondola and Taipei Metro rides plus 
rides on Taipei City and New Taipei City buses (carrying the Taipei 
Pass Sticker).

Taiwan Tour Bus
Taiwan Tour Bus schedules 65 different tours of major scenic spots in Taiwan. Taiwan Bus Tour offers the most convenient and 
friendliest tour service with directly picking you up at the airport, train station, or hotel and providing transportation tour guide 
who can speaks Chinese, English, or Japanese along with insurance.

www.taiwantourbus.com.tw/About/

Kaohsiung MRT (Mass Rapid Transit) System
Go sightseeing around Kaohsiung using the Kaohsiung MRT system.

www.krtco.com.tw/en/

Tickets
KRTC Multiple Day-
Pass function

Fares
1-Day NT$150（for iPASS user）
2-Day NT$250（for iPASS user）

Valid for unlimited KRTC rides on the date of purchase. 
Valid for unlimited KRTC rides 2 days counting from the 
date of purchase.


